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Abstract. In recent years, precision poverty alleviation work has achieved great success under the strong support of the government. However, there are still some problems in the course of practice. Because of the lack of pertinence of the poverty alleviation policy, the reality of the policy constraints and other reasons, the poverty problem in many areas is still relatively prominent. In order to find out the difficulties and emphases of poverty alleviation accurately, the author analyzes the problems in the process of precision poverty alleviation through field investigation and reference, it is found that the poverty alleviation target is difficult in the practice of precise poverty alleviation, the pertinence of aid projects is not strong, the supporting measures do not correspond to the needs of poor households, and the efficiency of poverty alleviation funds management is low, in view of the above problems, this paper also puts forward the corresponding countermeasures and suggestions.

Introduction

Since the 18th Party Congress, the Party Central Committee has put forward the idea of "precision poverty alleviation". And stressed the important strategic thinking of "precision poverty alleviation" in many major conferences, put the poverty alleviation and development work into the "four comprehensive" strategic layout, vigorously implement the precision poverty alleviation, and promote the poverty-stricken areas and the poor masses to speed up the pace of poverty. The efficient and orderly work of precision poverty alleviation provides an important guarantee for the comprehensive construction of a well-off society and the eradication of poverty.

The Content of Precision Poverty Alleviation

Accurate identification

Accurate identification, is in accordance with the unified standards, through standardized processes and methods to identify the real poor villages, poor households, understand the poverty situation, analyze the causes of poverty, find out the help needs for the development of poverty alleviation targets to provide a scientific basis. At present, the implementation of our provinces in the precise identification of the use of "six-step" to determine the object of help. The first step is to make the application of precise poverty alleviation by the farmer, the second step group level review, the third step group level publicity, the fourth step by the village committee audit, and held a villagers congress, the village committee submitted to the list of applications for review, And then through the villagers to vote to determine the township level list, the fifth step for the township level review, the township poverty alleviation staff in accordance with the leadership package village, the requirements of the cadres package to the list of visits to the village households to visit the survey. The sixth step for the township publicity, after the group level assessment, village audit, township review of the list of correct and correct in the township government, the village committee publicity, so that the masses informed and supervised.
Accurate support

Accurate help is to identify the poor villages and poor households and poor people, the government with the actual, selected helpers and help measures to ensure good poverty alleviation effect. Precision help is mainly reflected in the "people" and "money" two ways to refine the way to help poor farmers. In the mode of support, mainly to improve the infrastructure, increase the characteristics of industry support, increase education and training, rural dilapidated buildings to the village to households, poverty alleviation ecological migration to the village to households, to help the village to households and so on. In the full understanding of the environment in which the object of poverty, the causes of poverty due to household policy, to ensure that the help measures consistent with the needs of farmers.

Precise management

Accurate management, mainly for farmers to effectively manage the information, the establishment of a unified information management system, set up special data management to ensure that farmers timely information updates, the real investigation. Secondly, it is the sunshine operation management, which is mainly the object of poverty alleviation, the transparency of the poverty alleviation project, avoiding information asymmetry, the occurrence of the operation phenomenon of the dark box, ensuring the efficiency of the use of financial funds. Then, is the management of poverty alleviation, the government departments at all levels, all the staff responsible for what the specific content of the implementation, power and responsibility, increase capital integration efforts to ensure accurate poverty alleviation, focus on solving outstanding problems.

An Analysis of the Problems and Causes of Poverty Alleviation Practice

Difficulties and causes in the process of precision identification

Accurate identification process is the first step in precision poverty alleviation policy, and the precision recognition provides an important guarantee for the precise help link. Due to the current farmers affected by the low degree of education in poverty-stricken areas, residents generally low quality, result in some poor areas farmers take fraud means to get to the identity of the "poor", enjoy the state policy for poverty alleviation, but also have Relationship poverty alleviation and other phenomena. And some of the poor families who really need help have not been financially supported because of information asymmetry. The reason for this phenomenon is mainly due to the lack of supervision and management of the project is not in place, the management system is imperfect, in the process of precision identification, did not pass the practice or fancy investigation to determine whether the farmers meet the requirements of precision poverty alleviation.

At present, the main methods of precision identification in our country include the following: The first is the "ratio method", which is to compare the poverty degree of reference objects in a specific area, and choose the relatively poor peasant households as the object of help. The second method is to use the "three ways", that is, income queuing, horizontal comparison method, door-to-door hearing. Third, the convening of the villagers' congress, by the villagers on behalf of the vote, elected poverty-stricken poor households, The third way is "five limited, five should not, five no comment" method, that is, by setting restrictions to identify poor households, in addition to some areas using "ten steps work" and other methods, Specific processes include: through a variety of channels for publicity, the village general survey, farmers apply, mass review, preliminary consensus, listen to opinions, in-depth verification, democratic assessment, publicity announcement. From the implementation of the precise identification of China's poverty-stricken areas, some problems still exist. Mainly include the following aspects: First, the lack of a unified information network, there is the phenomenon of identification of leakage, the current process of precision identification is still a sample survey, the law of all farmers to identify, mainly because of our current poverty Data management system is relatively simple, there is no unified database, resulting in the process of poverty identification in the part of the real poor people, resulting in this part of the
poor households did not get timely and effective help; Second, due to the complexity of the recognition process, the criteria for the evaluation of poverty in different regions are not uniform, and there is no horizontal comparability between the farmers who apply for poverty. Therefore, it is not possible to ensure that the objects with relatively poor qualifications are selected objectively and impartially. Therefore, there is still a need to further improve the identification methods and procedures in the current process of precision identification.

Analysis of the problems and influencing factors of precision assistance

The measures taken by China's current precise help include infrastructure construction, renovation projects of rural dilapidated houses, industrial poverty alleviation projects, and hook and support services. Some areas also adopt the poverty - based poverty reason system to help support strategies. However, during the process of help, the research found that there are still many difficulties in the practice of precise help. Through the field research, the following problems are mainly found: first, the short-term effects of poverty alleviation projects are significant, but they are less sustainable. In recent years, many areas have taken short-term measures with significant short-term effects. While poverty alleviation funds are placed in poor households, they can see significant results in the short term, but these poverty alleviation projects are less sustainable and, for the past, the phenomenon is serious, the enthusiasm of farmers will receive a blow, but also will affect the process of precision poverty alleviation. Secondly, the farmers participation is not high, the implementation of passive position, in the process of precise poverty alleviation, farmers is one of the main players, whether farmers fully involved in the precise poverty alleviation has affected the accurate process of poverty alleviation. Third, before taking the help measures, the lack of analysis of the causes of poverty caused by farmers. In most poverty-stricken areas, the causes of poor farmers' poverty are not single, but are caused by social, economic, customs, cultural and links. Therefore, in the course of practice, can not only look at the surface phenomenon, but should be integrated in all aspects of deep analysis of the causes of poverty.

Difficult and cause analysis of precise management process

The precision management of work to do the following aspects: the management of the basic information of the poor, a process supervision, dynamic control of poverty alleviation of poverty, poverty alleviation policy implementation, the use of poverty alleviation funds management and the results of assessment for poverty alleviation management.

In the process of precision management, there are several difficulties in the following aspects: firstly, the information of poverty dynamic management is large and the cost of management is high; The information in the process of precision management is more and is always changing. Management information design poor household income, housing conditions and other basic information to help the progress of the project and assessment of the situation, the use of funds efficiency, poverty and other dynamic information, due to the large and complex data, and the current lack of a unified information management system, so data management more difficult. On the other hand, in the process of accurately identifying and helping poor households, it is necessary to collect the basic information of many poor households and establish their information database, so the management cost is relatively high, and in the process of helping, the dynamic information of the poor households Real-time update, the poverty alleviation policy plan, implementation, the issuance and use of funds, the implementation of the project management process, poverty alleviation performance management will have a huge management costs. Second, the phenomenon of poverty is not off the hat is more common. Squeezed a large number of government resources, affecting the fairness of poverty alleviation, affecting the process of precision poverty alleviation. The reason for this phenomenon is mainly due to government regulation is not in place, disciplinary mechanism is not perfect, the introduction of security mechanism is not perfect, the proportion of poverty alleviation and other factors. Third, the financing of poverty relief funds is complicated. At present, the flow of funds in our country is mainly allocated by the state to the province, and then the provincial level decides to go to the city level and then to the county level and township level, and finally to the village and household. In the application process, the process is complicated, so
many layers, the result in the issuance of a money more slowly and it is difficult to guarantee funds for poverty alleviation in full into the hands of the poor, even there are some chaos in the project application, application of delay time and so on is not standard, the serious influence on the effectiveness of poverty alleviation resources.

Improve the Precision of Poverty Alleviation Measures

Innovative precision identification method

First, Information resource sharing is an important way to promote poverty alleviation and propaganda. It is possible to promote the work of poverty alleviation through micro-platform, Fetion platform and SMS platform. It can also promote the policy of precision poverty alleviation and precision poverty alleviation through the use of government official website platform Plan, but also through the propaganda slogan, the release of poverty alleviation in the village radio propaganda, open the villagers congress, etc. to the villagers to preach and face to face the villagers to answer questions to ensure that the villagers on the precision poverty alleviation policies and plans to understand.

Second, we should strengthen the poverty alleviation of poverty alleviation workers, popularize the poverty alleviation knowledge, especially the grass-roots poverty alleviation staff training and education to enhance the staff's own quality, broaden their horizons, cultivate innovative ability, set a good example for farmers, Participate in poverty alleviation work. On the other hand, poverty alleviation will help the people, poverty alleviation work should pay attention to the degree of participation of poverty alleviation targets, help farmers to select poverty alleviation projects, give full consideration to the causes of poverty caused by farmers, from the ideological changes in the concept of farmers to raise awareness in the project implementation process, To teach farmers knowledge of science and technology, to improve the passive participation of farmers in poverty alleviation situation.

Innovative and precise assistance measures

First, make full use of the Internet, we are in an information age, should make full use of the Internet, cloud computing, large data technology advantages of precision poverty alleviation. To play the advantages of the Internet, the establishment of a unified national poverty alleviation information system, with a large data service platform, give full play to information and large data in the field of poverty alleviation role, to achieve universal participation in poverty alleviation, poverty alleviation supervision, improve precision poverty alleviation.

The second is to encourage and support young people to return home business employment, driven home to get rid of poverty. The Government encourages and supports young people to return home employment, and encourage high school education and technical personnel to return home work, increase the low level of education of young talent skills training, give them technical guidance, build a business platform, more hope to build primary schools, the introduction of outstanding teachers, increase educational resources, can effectively improve Economic development in poor areas to help the poor out of poverty.

Improve the precise management mechanism for poverty alleviation

First, improve the precision poverty alleviation and restraint mechanism, improve the precision poverty alleviation incentive mechanism is conducive to strengthening the government poverty alleviation staff responsibility and urgency, but also conducive to mobilize the work of precision poverty and initiative. Improve the mechanism of poverty alleviation and encouragement, mainly to create a perfect platform for information sharing; improve the mechanism of poverty exit, clear the criteria for poverty exit, principles, rules, procedures; improve the effectiveness of poverty assessment assessment mechanism in order to focus on poverty alleviation work and poverty alleviation The implementation of the responsibility of cadres to assess the assessment.

The second is to strengthen the protection mechanism, precision poverty alleviation work will
encounter all kinds of difficulties, therefore, should strengthen the protection mechanism to ensure accurate poverty alleviation work in an efficient and orderly manner. Strengthen the protection mechanism, mainly including legal protection and social security. Legal protection is to ensure the importance of precision poverty alleviation work, causing the importance of poverty alleviation staff and the participation of the object of poverty, regulate the work of all aspects of poverty alleviation work processes, standardize the behavior of poverty alleviation workers, help the identification of poverty alleviation, poverty alleviation funds Use, poverty alleviation project selection and other aspects. In the current poverty alleviation work, many poverty-stricken people have the complex and changeable poverty, and the phenomenon of return to poverty is common, so the effective social security mechanism is very important. At present, the rural poor areas urgently need to improve the health care, old-age security and agricultural insurance system.

Third, improve the precision poverty assessment mechanism. Improve the precise assessment mechanism should be: First, to refine the various aspects of precision poverty assessment indicators, the degree of poverty alleviation of farmers in the assessment link, should pay attention to farmers' satisfaction with poverty alleviation work. Second, we need to improve the data collection and evaluation system of precise science to ensure the objective and true performance of targeted anti-poverty performance, and ensure that the assessment really falls into place. Third, the introduction of third-party assessment of supervision. To ensure that the poverty alleviation assessment rating index system is more scientific and effective to ensure that the poverty alleviation task is efficient and orderly completion.

Conclusion

Precise poverty alleviation is an important strategy under the new economic situation, facing the current situation of our country, facing the problem of complex poverty. Precision poverty alleviation is not extensive poverty alleviation, but according to local conditions, the right medicine under the fundamental solution to the problem of poverty. This paper discusses the three aspects of precision identification, precision help and precision management. In view of the current problems in the process of precision poverty alleviation, the problems of precision identification, precision help and precision management are analyzed and put forward. Policy recommendations, for the smooth implementation of poverty alleviation system and policy protection.
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